Scandalous Sesily Talbot has always longed for her sister's friend, American Caleb Calhoun, but he has never shown her anything but disdain. But after one of her midnight trysts goes awry, he has to keep her out of trouble and they can no longer deny their mutual attraction. MacLean does dialogue with the best of them, and I love to see a group of women standing up for other women!

Bombshell
A Hell’s Belles Novel by Sarah MacLean (Avon)

“The Scandalous Sesily Talbot has always longed for her sister’s friend, American Caleb Calhoun, but he has never shown her anything but disdain. But after one of her midnight trysts goes awry, he has to keep her out of trouble and they can no longer deny their mutual attraction. MacLean does dialogue with the best of them, and I love to see a group of women standing up for other women!”
—Diana Platt, Kansas City Public Library, Kansas City, MO
Novelist read-alike: Someone Want on His Way Comes by Christi Caldwell

The Heart Principle
by Helen Hoang (Berkley)

“Anna is a violinist plagued by anxiety after one of her performances goes viral. When her boyfriend decides he wants to try an open relationship, she meets Quan, a handsome bad-boy type who seems perfect for a one-night stand. But Anna soon realizes that there’s a lot more to Quan than tattoos and a leather jacket. Hoang’s signature elements are here: thoughtful portrayals of neurodiversity and disability, lots of sexual tension (and scorching love scenes), and realistic characters. For fans of Talia Hibbert.”
—Annette Donovan, Champaign Public Library, Champaign, IL
Novelist read-alike: Happy Endings by Thien-Kim Lam

Velvet Was the Night
by Silvia Moreno-Garcia (Del Rey)

“In 1970s Mexico City, secret police were used as were "the Hawks," a group of young thugs who roughed up journalists who attended university student protests to stop revolution. Moreno-Garcia masterfully weaves this story with that of a young woman pushing thirty, unlucky in love, but always an incurable romantic. Beautifully written with an imaginative plot. For readers who enjoyed Above the East China Sea and Someone Else's Love Story.”
—Donna Ballard, East Meadow Public Library, East Meadow, NY
Novelist read-alike: November Road by Louis Berney